\checkmark ask about CTQs during exam

\checkmark points for what I understand
  - hard to grade a mess of numbers
  - not fair to award more credit to those who spend (if I overlook)
    a lot of time later explaining their numbers (miscalculate, different story)
  - solution: work symbolically (unless horrible at symbols, very good at numbers)

\checkmark ask when you don't understand, particularly on CTQs
\checkmark CTQs not allowed on note sheets

\checkmark if you have anything beyond \( \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \int_{S} (p\overrightarrow{dA}) + \int_{S} \overrightarrow{p\overrightarrow{V}} \cdot \overrightarrow{dA} \)
on your note sheet and find it useful, I think it means you didn't study enough or practice enough problems.